
Called to order 5/23
Katrina, Vici, Allan, Michelle, Laura are present

Katrina is stepping down as president for SMART, she would like to step down for 2022, and will 
continue in her position until the December election this year.

There will be a General Meeting at the end of the day of the June trial on Saturday.

General Meeting Topics
New President Info, Nominating Committee Info
General SMART Update
Co-chairing August Trial if Diana is not able to do this

Future Trials
Is Manzanita open? And up and running? Not sure condition of field, maybe Tiffanie could go check, 
Michelle will ask someone that goes there and have them check, we are worried grass has not been 
maintained and perhaps not in good condition as of now.

Judges for July Meredith, Mike Murphy, Renee King
August judges-last years st/adv judge, 

August Trial
Katrina has asked Diana if she would like to Co-chair August as she has in the past. Katrina has 
emailed Diana, but if Diana hasn’t responded maybe a new chair would step up from this MTG

Equipment
Laura will bring new tunnels that are still at Kathleen’s over for Sat evening at Thorsons. Hopefully 
they can fit into the ribbon trailer or in Ernie’s truck and go back to the equipment trailers at Rob and 
Derede’s.
Tunnel sale-which ones are up to Ernie, we are not sure which ones are being replaced, if Ernie can 
determine that we can do a raffle/sale of old tunnels.
We are using BT trailers only at Thorsens not SMART because they’re there, Ernie is bringing ribbon 
trailer. Any drills, etc that come over can be stored in the ribbon trailer.

June Trial
No gate monitors 
We will be using gate app for gates

Ipads are on their way hopefully arriving before trial

Covid and trial:
Mask mandates are down, in CA not until after trial so Vici will require people wear masks before and 
after run, Thorson’s counts as indoors so masks inside there. Walking into arena masks are on. Vici 
doesn’t think a sign is neccessary because people have been following the mask requirements, it will 
be in general info and briefing.

At Lorie Abbot trial they have dropped mask mandate, under canopies no big deal, no social distance 
if vaccinated. Scribe/timer/gate unless all vaccinated, during walk thrus wearing masks, at gate and 
near rings wearing masks. 

SMART general meeting info will go out via email from katrina, laura will send her the agenda info.


